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Th is booklet aims to give you an indication of what to expect when buying or selling 
property by explaining some of the procedures and diffi  culties involved. we have 
conducted thousands of house, site and land transfers since 1931 so we have 
encountered and solved all of the problems that delay house transfers.  Moving 
home always takes time, attention and energy but by involving us at the earliest 
opportunity you will save both time and money and speed up the process.

We want to show you that moving home shouldn’t be a stressful or worrying experience, 
regardless if you are a fi rst-timer buyer or have moved many times.   Having said that, the 
sale or purchase of property is an intricate and important matter but we have the experience 
and specialism to ensure that it will be dealt with as quickly and effi  ciently as possible.  We 
will make every eff ort to keep in line with your plans, so the excitement and anticipation 
experienced at the start of the transaction, is not spoiled by some of the mysterious delays 
or un-anticipated diffi  culties that many people endure.
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          step 1 - preparing your HoMe for sale 

When people decide to sell their house, many carry out improvements to add value to 
their home.  If you decide to do so, pay close attention to the kitchen and bathroom which 
are the two rooms that most sell a house.  Prepare your home for the Estate Agent taking 
photos and be aware that viewings by prospective buyers can happen at any time.  Storage is 
a big selling point so free up the wardrobes, utility room, cloakroom and kitchen cabinets. 
Th is is also the time to pack up family photos which can be a distraction for would-be 
buyers. Check with your lender as to the fi gure to redeem your mortgage and set a 
minimum selling price; tell them to send your title deeds to us.

    step 2 - don’t CHoose tHe wrong estate agent  

like Conveyancing solicitors, not all estate agents are the same, so here are a few tips 
to avoid you choosing the wrong one. 

1. ask around; enquire from your family, friends and colleagues about their experiences. 
2. look around for “For Sale” boards in your area and do research on line to see the 

Estate Agent most suited to your area/ property. 
3. ask the estate agent a few questions as they will be more than happy to demonstrate 

their track record and expertise.
• Have they sold similar properties and what percentage of the asking price did they 

achieve? 
• Will they accompany all viewings, in the evenings and at weekends rather than you?
• What is included in their fee;  does it include advertising costs and brochures?
• Where will your property be advertised; online, local papers, For Sale boards? 

    step 2 - 

          step 1 - preparing your HoMe for sale 
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Th e estate agent will require their fees to be paid on completion of the house sale.  An 
agreement is signed by you when the estate agent is instructed agreeing to payment of their 
fees on completion/moving day. If you are requested to pay a preliminary holding deposit 
to the Estate Agent you should ensure that the terms of this are clear; if the sale does not 
proceed for any reason, the deposit should be returnable  to you.

•	 avoid your House sitting on tHe Market for MontHs 

Getting the price right in the current market is more important than ever to avoid your 
house sale going stale.   If you obtain a few valuations from diff erent Estate Agents you 
should be able to smooth out any anomalies between the top price and lowest price.   
Some Estate Agents will try and bamboozle you with the highest valuation to gain the 
instructions. Th e theory goes that if it  doesn’t sell and they have your property long 
enough, you will eventually drop your price to a more market sensitive price.  Your Estate 
Agent needs to create a buzz for your property, so attracting more than one interested buyer 
at the outset could lead to a bidding war.   

       step 3 - don’t piCk tHe wrong ConveyanCing soliCitor 

If you have agreed the sale or purchase of a property the Estate Agent will ask you what 
solicitor you are using for the legal work.  Th ey may suggest you use a particular solicitor so 
listen carefully, but do not be persuaded into following their favoured legal fi rm.  We have 
numerous examples of Sellers and Buyers being strongly advised against using their own 
conveyancing solicitors in favour of the Estate Agent’s option; tread carefully as there may 
be a link between the Estate Agent and their favoured fi rm. 

you need a solicitor:

1. Who specialises in property (conveyancing) work
2. Who is normally at their desk and not out in Court or police stations
3. Who has backup in the offi  ce in case they are sick on the day you hope to move
4. Who can communicate by telephone, email, letter or text to suit your requirements
5. Who will explain clearly the steps and procedures to you in plain English
6. Who will tell you what the costs will be at the outset
7. Who will keep you informed about progress regularly
8. Who will respond promptly to your enquiries

you need a solicitor:
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Th e TMgroup Moving Home Trends 2015 survey found that when it comes to choosing 
a property solicitor, your friends and family really do know best as 55% of those who 
went with their friend’s choice gave their Solicitor either full marks or 9 out of 10 for 
professional service, whereas 37% of home movers who opted for their estate agent’s choice 
of Solicitor gave them between 1 and 6 out of 10.  Ask the Estate Agent do they have 
individual feedback on previous clients who have used the services of their favoured fi rm(s)?  
We ask all clients for feedback on our service at the conclusion of their case and the 2015 
results show that 96% of our clients were happy or very happy with our service. 

•	 do not delay in seeing your soliCitor

Proper planning helps to ensure a smooth transaction so you should arrange to contact us 
once you have decided to buy or sell.  When we know about the transaction at an early stage 
we will ensure everything is in order; reducing the risk of delays and diffi  culties that could 
incur unnecessary expense, stress or the house being put back on the market.

•	 if selling:  Whilst the property is being marketed contact us so we can obtain the title 
deeds. We will review them to deal with any issues such as house improvements made 
without planning; septic tank discharge consent; or boundary lines that are not   
compatible with the new digital maps.  

Trust our Experience
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•	 if buying:  Contact us at the outset so that we can put you in contact with the   
Law Society Financial Advice Co Ltd (028 90 230 696).  Th is is an independent   
fi nancial advice company established by the Law Society that has access to the 3,000 
plus mortgages available on the market with the various Banks and Building Societies 
in N. Ireland.  Th is has four advantages for you;

1. You complete one form over the phone with them - saving you time.
2. Th ey search the 3,000 plus available mortgages- saving you time in not having to  

personally meet with several banks and building societies.
3. Th eir guarantee is that they will at least match if not better, any mortgage off er you 

already have- saving you money over the duration of the mortgage.
4. If any commission is received by us for any investment made by you we will pass it on 

to you to help pay the legal costs of purchasing- saving you money. 

•	 do not underestiMate tHe tiMe it takes for tHe   
 legal work to Be CoMpleted

our work starts with obtaining the title deeds, requesting up to date digital maps and 
conducting various searches relating to the house, to ensure there are no issues aff ecting 
the property or consequently you. Th ese searches require a map of the property to begin 
with and can take up to eight weeks to be furnished to us by the drd and local council.  

It is immaterial whether you are buying or selling as any diffi  culties identifi ed in the 
searches need to be resolved before a contract can be put in place.  Th ose issues might range 
from verifying planning; building regulations compliance for any extensions or alterations, 
to queries around fl ooding or other insurance implications.  We investigate any proposals 
for changes to the locality that may aff ect the house such as road works or vesting part of 
the garden.
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•	 we also deal with such things as:

• Restrictive covenants which may specify that certain things are forbidden such as  
keeping pets or growing a particular type of hedge.

• Establish if a Consent to the Discharge of Effl  uent from the septic tank has been   
granted by NIEA. (niea take up to 16 weeks to deal with rectifi cations). 

• Statutory services, such as roads or if the property is listed. 
• Ensuring that ground rent and service charges are paid up to date.
• Land Registry for any disputes in relation to boundaries or rights of way.

•	 How to stop tHe transfer dragging on 

Most transactions take 6 to 8 weeks from the date that the contract issues from the seller’s 
solicitor to the buyer’s solicitors. Th e contract can only be prepared when the Title Deeds 
have been located.   A transfer could complete in less time if:

1. Th e title deeds are located early.
2. Th e buyer’s mortgage is in place. 
3. Th e property has a straightforward title.
4. Th ere are no major issues such as building control breaches or the lack of a   

septic tank consent.
5. Clear searches are returned promptly. 
6. Th ere is no chain of house transfers involved.

If a Bank or Building Society is fi nancing the purchase they will have numerous enquiries 
to make of both a fi nancial and legal nature.  However, for the majority of transfers this 
paperwork is completed alongside other legal formalities and therefore  does not hold up 
the transaction. 

We pride ourselves in using modern systems and technology to assist us in progressing our 
work, saving you time and money.   Our specialist property team of four solicitors ensure 
our transfers move at an effi  cient rate as our staff  are not distracted by having to attend 
Courts or police stations.  However, no matter how fast we move there is little that can be 
done if the other person’s solicitor is not as proactive!  Under certain circumstances Law 
Society Regulations allow us to act for both seller and buyer which means we can better 
control progress and adhere to timelines.
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•	 How to avoid Building Control Holding up tHe   
 transfer?  

There are many regulations which govern erecting new buildings and extending or   
altering an existing one.  There are regulations regarding safety glazing for new or   
replacement windows, glazed doors and roof lights as well as newly installed electrical  
wiring. Approval must be sought from Building Control for:

•	 removal or part removal of a load-bearing wall 
•	 a loft conversion 
•	 Conversion of a House into flats 
•	 insertion of Cavity wall insulation

If not formally approved the seller can apply retrospectively to the Council for a 
Regularisation Certificate; let us know before you put the house on the market so approval 
can be  sought. However, if the works were completed more than 10 years ago the buyer 
cannot insist on such a retrospective certificate; in case the works were carried out 
unsupervised, a buyer should consult a Surveyor in these circumstances. 

•	 wHat if your partnersHip ends? 

Buying a house and setting up home with a partner before a marriage or a civil partnership 
is quite common. It is also quite common for divorced people to set up home with a new 
partner. But, what happens if your relationship were to end.  Here are some legal tips to 
avoid a difficult and emotional time in your life:

•	 put the deeds of your property into joint names.  This way you will not encounter  
problems of sharing in the profits on sale, especially where you may have contributed 
to improving the property.   It also eliminates a potential crisis if the named owner asks 
you to leave the property.

•	 deCide whether you would like to own the property jointly (known as a Joint   
Tenancy) or whether you prefer a predetermined share e.g. 50/50 or 60/40 (known  
as Tenants in Common).  

•	 wHat happens to the money when you sell? If you have put in an unequal share you 
can have your contribution expressed as a percentage in a Declaration of Trust.  If the 
relationship ends each partner will know exactly how much of the net sale proceeds 
will be theirs to receive.

Moving Home:  How to Avoid a Nightmare
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•	 work out your ongoing running expenses for your new property.  Again, if  un-
equal, you might consider a Cohabitation Agreement,  which can always be reviewed 
and renewed at a later date as the partners see fi t. 

•	 Make a will & Enduring Power of Attorney. Th is is essential,  especially were you 
have decided to hold the property as Tenants in Common. Without a Will there is no 
guarantee that the property will go to your partner on death.       

•	   keep tHings Moving?  

• Locate the deeds to the house for sale at the outset.

• Having fi nancial approval in place will make you a more attractive and credible buyer 
for any vendor.

• Advise the Estate Agent if your purchase is dependent on the sale of the house you are 
currently living in.  Ascertain if the prospective purchaser of your home may also be 
dependent on selling their home before they can buy yours. 

• Be proactive by completing everything you receive from your lender, estate agent or  
us as quickly as possible. Also keeping us up to date on your progress means we can  
manage timescales eff ectively.

• Exchange phone numbers with your buyer/seller so that you can discuss the Fixtures 
and Fittings list, house alarm code on moving day, location of water mains turn-off  
valve, name of local electrician & plumber familiar with house layout and details of any  
warranties or guarantees which are in place.

9Trust our Experience
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•	 do not risk CoMpleting witHout BotH property   
 CertifiCates: 

Th ese certifi cates can take up to eight weeks to be provided by the Department for  
Infrastructure and the local council and they cannot be requested by the seller’s solicitor 
until they have the title deeds.  Again obtain the deeds as soon as possible.  Completing a 
purchase without both certifi cates, even if the house is recently built or well known to all 
the parties and solicitors, is extremely dangerous as nobody can predict if there are any  
issues with the house.  Only a full search of all records will reveal any issues and protect 
your fi nancial investment.  In addition, the Lending Bank will not agree to the release of the 
advance until the certifi cates are in place; so what exactly are these certifi cates?

Council property Certifi cate: 

Th is will reveal matters relating to building regulations, licensing and environment health. 
If works have been carried out to a property such as an extension without Building Control 
approval, the seller may have to carry out work to comply with building regulations and 
pay a fee to the Council to obtain a Regularisation Certifi cate.  Without it a Bank may not 
advance a mortgage.  Such issues can delay a house transfer by several months.

department for infrastructure property Certifi cate

Th ese are questions asked of the Department for Infrastructure which keeps a register of all 
Planning Permissions, Road Proposals, Tree Preservation Orders, Compulsory Purchase 
Orders and Roads Service Adoptions.  Th ese records are searched to see if they aff ect the 
property being transferred. Th e problem with these standard searches is that they only 
relate to the land within the boundary of the property and they won’t alert us to any 
building or infrastructure projects currently being proposed or voted on by the Council.  
If you are worried about this you should arrange a meeting with the Planning Service.                                                                                                     

Th is search will also reveal if the property is connected to mains water and foul drainage. 
In addition it should identify if there is a public sewer going through the property. Whilst it 
is not unusual for there to be public sewer pipes across domestic gardens, it is important to 
check that no previous owner has built over them without the agreement of NI Water. If an 
extension has been built over a sewer pipe and NIW need access to the pipe for any reason, 
it may not only be unpleasant but also very expensive for the house owner.

Council property Certifi cate:

department for infrastructure property Certifi cate

Moving Home:  How to Avoid a Nightmare
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•	 step 4 - How to avoid stress wHen Moving HoMe  

•	 give yourself as much time as possible before you actually put your property on the 
market for sale. Th is will allow time to declutter, touch up, redecorate and carry out 
minor repairs in order to present your home in the best possible condition.   
Remember, fi rst impressions count! 

•	 ensure you visit the property you want to buy several times and at diff erent times of 
the day to ensure it really is the property for you, prior to exchange of contracts.  It’s a 
bit late to fi nd out once you’ve moved in, that you get no sun in your back garden; the 
rented house next door is a party house every Saturday night; there is no parking for  
a second car; or the fi eld next door is about to become part of your development! 

•	 obtain several valuations from estate agents as you should be able to smooth out 
any anomalies between the top price and lowest price. 

•	 do not fi nalise arrangements for your move such as terminating your tenancy in 
your current property, or ordering carpets or blinds for your new home until you have 
the go ahead from your solicitor as otherwise you may incur unnecessary costs.  

•	 instruct the right Conveyancing solicitor at the very beginning, even before you have 
found a buyer. Th is way you get to know who you are working with, how the process 
works and the relevant paperwork can be prepared and ready to send to the buyer’s 
solicitor as soon as you have one, avoiding any delays right from the start.

•	
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•	 How to avoid stress wHen Moving HoMe 

•	 get your mortgage offer in place; talk to the Law Society Financial Advice Company  
(028 9023 0696) as soon as you think you are moving. Having financial approval in 
place will make you a more attractive and credible buyer for any vendor. 

•	 Be realistic; don’t get too carried away with reported increases in house prices.    
Pricing to sell will get people through the door to view and sell your house faster. 
Remember the property you buy should be cheaper too! 

•	 Be upfront with us, we are on your side after all and care about your sale. Share with 
us any potential problems or possible issues, however small or insignificant they may 
seem to you. We can then judge any impact they may have on your sale or purchase as 
we will have encountered them previously. 

•	 avoid a short lead in to completion; this is a recipe for potential disaster and for 
maximum stress! You may be encouraged to do this BUT many house sales involve a 
chain of transactions and sometimes these can be lengthy. You may not actually move 
on the day proposed because one person in the chain may change their minds. So for 
your sanity avoid it at all cost.

•	 don’t skimp on the structural survey; this is probably the largest single purchase 
most people make, so don’t be caught out by always opting for the cheapest option! 

Moving Home:  How to Avoid a Nightmare



•	 step 5 - supporting you in your Move

as solicitors, we ourselves have all moved home at some point and know that any   
assistance can make the move much less stressful for everyone concerned.  we have 
worked with a range of businesses to make your move that little bit more enjoyable!  

Completion day package

We have established relationships with various trusted suppliers to help make your moving 
day go as smoothly as possible.  Th ese savings are available on the day of your actual move:

•	 tattyreagh Car & van Hire - discount on a removal van
•	 J’s playhouse - free play & food provided for your children

new Home package  

a.   we have agreements with the following retailers who will give you discounts on 
their goods and services within 28 days of your Moving day upon our confi rmation.

• Home Décor, Market St, Omagh
• DAC Omagh & Cookstown
• Castle Lighting, Gortrush Industrial Estate
• Corey Sliding Robes & Joinery
• Barrett Electrical, Gortrush Industrial Estate

B.   Furthermore, we off er two hours free legal advice for two years aft er your move for 
any legal issue that may arise in you or your family’s life, from a TV summons to a car 
accident.

Please note that all packages are subject to our terms and conditions.

•	 our guarantee to you - we will:

• Be polite, professional and treat you fairly
• Explain clearly the steps in your case
• Tell you what the costs will be at the outset
• Keep you informed about progress regularly

new Home package  

Trust our Experience
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• Respond promptly to your enquiries
• Tell you about any problems as soon 

as we are aware of them
• Ask for your feedback on our service



•	 frequently asked questions

when should i arrange Building insurance? 
It’s a good idea to investigate this early because in most cases you become responsible for 
the building’s insurance from the moment you have an accepted contract.  

should i re-direct my mail? 
Royal Mail will redirect mail at a cost of £59.99 for 12 months. We would recommend 
redirecting for 12 months to avoid any life insurance renewal, child trust investment 
policies, healthcare policies or such documentation being lost as it can be very difficult to 
reinstate some of these policies.
 
i’m currently renting, when should i hand my notice in? 
Try and agree a completion/ moving day four weeks from the accepted contract as this is 
the legal notice period under a tenancy agreement. You should discuss this with the seller at 
the outset. 

is buying repossessed property recommended? 
Buying a repossessed house can create difficulties due to the person who has been living 
in the house and has the greatest knowledge of the neighbours, services, boundaries, 
rights of way and everything else associated with the property is not actually selling the 
property,  rather it is the bank which is selling.   Therefore, the information we receive from 
the vendor will not be as in-depth as normal and despite our best efforts we will never be 
able to establish the full legal history of the property.  

is it wise to buy at auction?   
At an auction, the buyer signs the contract on the day of the auction and pays a deposit of 
up to 10%, which locks them into completing the purchase of the property.  The lead-in 
period from the date of the auction to the moving day can be very short and possibly too 
short to obtain finance from a bank if required.  Even if the buyer cannot obtain finance 
they will still be legally bound to complete the purchase. Always contact us before attend-
ing an auction so that we can carry out all necessary legal checks prior to you signing the 
contract. 

what is an energy performance Certificate? 
An Energy Performance Certificate [EPC]  must be obtained within 28 days of the property 
being marketed. You should expect to pay around £40+VAT for an EPC or alternatively you 
can have your estate agent organise one. You can check for free if the property already has 
an EPC rating: www.epbniregister.com.

Moving Home:  How to Avoid a Nightmare
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what is a fixtures & fittings form list? 
Th e seller and buyer agree between them what is included in the sale price and this is then 
confi rmed in writing.  Regardless of what other agreements that may have been made, it is 
only what is contained in this written form which is binding on the seller as regards what is 
to be left  and what is to be removed.  Th e legal defi nition of fi xtures and fi ttings is “anything 
that can be or is affi  xed to the wall or the structure of the building” and should not therefore 
be removed.

what is the diff erence between a valuation and a structural survey?
• Valuation: A Valuer is employed by your lender to carry out a basic valuation for 

mortgage purposes only. Th e Valuer will look at things such as the age, condition and 
prices of similar properties in the area. Th e report is not a detailed survey and will 
not identify any defects in the property such as dampness, woodworm, dry rot or  
structural issues.    

• Structural Survey: A full structural survey identifi es any defects or faults and potential 
problems in the property.  We can arrange such a structural survey for you and the cost 
is normally in the region of £500. Whilst you may be reluctant to commit to the cost of 
a survey at an early stage, the earlier any issue is identifi ed the earlier it can be resolved.  
You should obtain a structural survey if you have any concerns especially for older 
properties or a listed building.  An experienced builder usually provides a snagging list 
for a new build house.

what is an off er to purchase and accepted Contract? 
At the outset all of the legal work is “subject to contract”. Th is means either party could 
withdraw at any point. Once a written “Off er to Purchase” is signed by the buyer and   
accepted by the seller there is then an “accepted contract” which is the point of no return:  
at this point the seller is bound to sell and the buyer will be bound to buy at the agreed 
price.  

when is Completion/Moving day? 
Aft er an accepted contract is agreed we will agree with you a date for moving which  
solicitors call Completion Day.  Once agreed you can start making arrangements for your 
move including the need to put buildings insurance in place for your new home.  Th e seller 
should have the property vacated by midday and the keys left  with us over lunchtime.  We 
transfer the purchase monies to the seller’s solicitor and the buyer collects the keys aft er 
2pm.  under no circumstances should keys be released directly to the buyer until the 
purchase monies have been received.
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what happens after Completion/Moving day? 
If Buying: we register your ownership of the property at the Land Registry and pay any 
Stamp Duty. A copy of the Land Registry Folio and map will be sent to you following 
registration. The title deeds will be sent to your mortgage lender. 

If Selling: we use the funds to pay off any outstanding mortgage, the Estate Agent and any 
other fees due before accounting to you for all monies received and paid out.  At this stage 
we always recommend making or updating your Will.  

•	 wHat is a voluntary transfer of land and property? 

This is normally between family members for example parents giving a site, house or land 
to their children. We always recommend that in the event of a home owner transferring 
their house that they retain a Right of Residence which means that although they have 
given away the property, they have a right-to live there for the remainder of their life or 
until they require full-time Nursing Home Care.  You should take advice from your 
accountant and/or Independent financial Advisor to consider issues such as Capital Gains 
Tax, Inheritance Tax or Nursing Home fees implications to ensure protection for your 
family.

Moving Home:  How to Avoid a Nightmare



•	 glossary of terMs

   Commonly known as Squatter’s Rights. Th e process by which title to  
   someone else’s property is acquired by holding the property in a manner  
   that confl icts with the true owner’s rights in excess of 12 years.  

Contract:  Otherwise known as an “Agreement” this is the document prepared by  
   the Seller’s solicitor and sets out the terms and conditions relating to the  
   sale and will include details of the Buyer, the Seller, the property itself  
   and the sale price.

Easement:  Th is is a right to use or enter onto the property of another person, for  
   example a right of way for access or alternatively for water pipes,   
   electricity cables or sightlines.

Folio Number:  Each registered area of land has its own folio number allocated to it by  
   Land Registry. Each folio number is completely unique and describes  
   the property, records ownership and details of any mortgage or charges  
   that may aff ect the property.

Folio Map:  A Land Registry map on which the boundaries of the property are  
   identifi ed.

Freehold:  Ownership which lasts until you decide to sell, as opposed to   
   Lease-hold which is time restricted, although that can be up to 999  
   years. 

   Fees charged by the Government for changing the records about the  
   property i.e. to update you as the legal owner and to register your 
   mortgage; fees are based on the purchase price of the property. 

Leasehold:  Ownership which is time dependent and subject to more restrictions  
   and obligations than a freehold title e.g. fl ats are leasehold.

Party Wall:  A wall owned jointly with a neighbour, the maintenance of which is  
   shared.

   A statement setting out the precise amount that is outstanding on   
   your mortgage.  It consists of the money you still owe your lender and  
   possibly an “early payback” penalty too. It may also include costs such as  
   a fee for your deeds to be released. 

Adverse 
Possession:

Land Registry 
fees: 

Redemption 
Statement: 
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Registered Land:  Property (freehold and leasehold) where proof of ownership and   
  matters affecting the property have been authenticated (registered) by  
  the Government Department known as the Land Registry. 
 
Retention:  When the lender holds back some of the mortgage money until certain  
  works have been completed.

Searches:  These usually consist of a Land Registry search so we can check the  
  current ownership position, Enforcement of Judgments and Bankruptcy  
  searches on the seller and buyer to alert us to any financial irregularities  
  that may affect the parties or the property and a Statutory Charges  
  search which states if any statutory notices affect the property such as  
  grants or if it is listed, are recorded.

Service Charges:  The payment to the Greenbelt Group or property management company  
  in more recently built developments to cover the cost of maintenance  
  and the running of the common areas within a development.

Security:   The property the mortgage is being used to buy is the lender’s ‘security’  
  for the loan. This means that the lender has rights over the property. If  
  the mortgage repayments are not kept up to date, the lender can 
  repossess the property and sell it to recover the debt.

  These are small strips of land at either side of the entrance to a site over  
  which an unobstructed line of sight is required for vehicles to safely  
  enter and leave the site. If the lands over which the sightlines are   
  required are owned by a neighbour then a formal easement will be  
  required to be granted by that land owner.

Title Deeds:  The legal documents which set out the ownership of a property. If you  
  have a mortgage then your lender will be holding them. Obtaining your  
  Title Deeds is one of a seller’s solicitor’s first jobs.  It can take up to 4  
  weeks for your lender to go through their storage facility and find your  
  deeds. This is why it’s important to instruct you solicitor early. 

  finding your deeds before finding a buyer shaves precious weeks off  
  the conveyancing process.  

Sightlines and 
Visibility 
Splays:

Moving Home:  How to Avoid a Nightmare
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Th e information contained in this publication is for guidance only. no responsibility 
can be accepted by James Mcnulty & Co for action taken as a result of the information 
contained in this publication. it is not intended to be an exhaustive statement of the law 
or a substitute for seeking specifi c advice.  photocopying or other reproduction without 
James Mcnulty & Co’s permission is a breach of copyright.

• NOTES & QUESTIONS:
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James Mcnulty & Co solicitors
25-27 Georges Street
Omagh
County Tyrone
BT78 1BW

tel:   (028) 8224 2177  /  (028) 8224 5695
email:   reception@jamesmcnulty.co.uk 
facebook: www.facebook.com/jamesmcnultyandco
twitter:   @mcnulty_co
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